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APPENDIX III 

Radiation Ibse Predicti0n for Underground Nuclear Detonations 

H. Mueller (ARL, Las Vegas) 
Introduction 

The detonation of a. nuclenr device beneath the earth's aurface rnny be 

nccompanie~ by a relenoe of radioactivity to the atmosphere. Whether n 

release will or will not occur depends on a number of fnctoro. Experience 

hns shown tho.t for certain types of device emplacement~ relenoes o.rc to be 

expected, e.g. cro.tering detonations. For other types of emplacements, 

relea.ses are not expected and do not nonnally occur. The quantities of 

radioactive materials which have been released fran individual underground 

explosions have varied over m&J\Y' orders of magnitude. The physical character-

: istics or the releases and the-composition ot the released materials have 

also varied greatly. In sane instances only small releases, or seepages 

·or primarily noble gases ha.ve been observed. On tbe other hand, releases 

ot large quantities of ra.dioactive material have been experienced, consist-

ing ot both gaseous and refractory materials, resulting in considerable 

loca.l. radioactive fallout and in airborne activity being detected at great 

downwind distances. A radionuclide of particular interest is ro.d.ioiodine, 

particularly iodine-131. The quantities of this nuclide released during 

a. seepo.ce is rather smo.11 and does not constitute o.n off-site haznrd. 

For prompt ma.ssive ventings, however, rclntively large quantities ma.y be 

releaoed, later appear in the milk of do.iry cattle, and potentially result 

in exposures to tbe thyroids ot those who consume the milk. It is this 

latter type ot release o.nd the prediction ot its related potential exposures 
.. 

to man which is the aubJect ot what tollovs. 
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The F.'.l.llout Fr:i.ction 

When rndirocti ve matcrio.ls o.re released to the o.tmoopherc durinc; o. prompt 

m.'.lssive ventin:; of o..n underaround nucleo.r detonn.tion, part or the radio-

active debris fo.lls rather rapidly to the earth's surfo.ce an:l is corranonly 

referred to ns local fallout. The remn.in:ing radioactivity, tho.t in c;o.aeous 

form or associated with very small po.rticles, is carried to much ereater 

downwind distances. That portion of the total activity produced by the 

nuclear explosion which is deposited in the local fallout pattern is 

referred to as the fallout fraction. Within certain l:lllli ts the fallout 

traction is a function of the scaled distance of the device beneath the 

earth's surface. It is also a t'unction of other variables such as the 

water content of the medium surrounding the device. Exper:llllente..l data 

show tblt for devices detonated within the range of scaled depths fran 

about 15 .,(1/3 to 150 w1/3 the associated fallout fractions ranee from 

about 80'f, downward to o. few percent, respectively. These data form the 

basis for an empiri~ relationship which provides useful estimo.tes of 

the fallout fractions to be expected fran detonations in this rallo~ of 

scaled depths. lb.ta also indicate tha.t for lo.rcer scaled depths of burial, 

t·he fallout tra.ction approa.ches zero as the scaled depth asymptotically 

o.pproo.ches a value of Bbout 350 w1/3, sometimes referred to as the 

naymptote of no ventill[t. Unfortunately, experience hns also shown th..'\t 

unexpectedly la.rge fallout tractions have indeed occurred o.t even greater 

scaled depths of burial. 

lhta exist which perhaps imicate.tbat o. reasonable upper limit to the 

ta.ll.out fraction which might result.from an accidental massive venting 

ot o.n underground detoni:Lt1on designed tor canplete containment is on the 
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order of 5~. Durinc the 1957 PLUMBOD a.nd 1958 HARDTACK II nerica a.t 

the Ncvnd.'\ 'l'est Site n number of Gmn.11 yield nucleo.r device a were clctonnted 

nt the bottom of drilled holes. In contro.ot to the atcmminG prncticca of 

tod.'\y these holes only contained one or more cement plu~o between the 

device nnd the sround surface. Fou:r of these events, PASCAL A, OTERO, 
1/3 

BEr.JL\LILI.D, nnd VALENCIA had sen.led depths of burinl rnn.ei"6 from 38CO W 

to 136o ii/3• (Use of scaled depth mny not be strictly appropriate here). 

The maximum fraction of the total activity produced by these detonations 

vbich was deposited in the local fallout pattern vas about 5.5~. Fallout 

fractions resulting f'ran accidental ventines of detonations designed for 

canplete containment, including line of sight and tunnel events, have not 

exceeded this number. (Final determination of the fallout fraction tor 

BANEBERRY ho.a Oat as yet been canpleted). 

'Ihe occurrence of a massive ventinB of an underground detonation designed 

tor complete containment is accidental am unpredictable. For safety 

reasons, therefore, it has' been the practice for mo.ny years, and currently 

is corrmon practice, to assume that for essentially all underground detonations 

of this type, a prompt massive venting is credible. Current fallout 

prediction procedures are based upon this assumption. 

Current Fo.llout Prediction Procedures 

'Ihe currently employed fallout prediction technique vas derived by modification 

of a method originally developed by' the Special Projects Section, U.S. 

Weather Burea.u, in 1955· 'l\1e original method was based primo.rily on fallout 

do.ta. from tower shots in Nevada arid has been described by No.t;ler, :Machta, 

and Pooler (l). The modification of this method has been reported in detail 

by Cluff a.nd Po.lmer <2> and its applico:tion bas been discussed by' Mueller (3, 4) 
o.M. Morrell ( 5). 
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Most fnllout prediction models require ns input rather dcto.iled specificntion 

of the total nm<X.int of fallout an~ the distribution of activity as a function 

of particle size and heieht in the initial stabilized radioactive cloud. 

The more simplified method currently employed is a scaline; technique which 

does not require explicit definition of the distribution of activity·as 

a function or particle size and height in the initial cloud. Rather, the 

nssumption is ma.de that o.n appropriate analog event can be chosen whose 

po.rticle size-activity distribution will adequately approximate that of 

the event for which a prediction is bei.ne made. The scaling method consists 

or a ro.tio technique whereby the po.rameters which determine hotline fallout 

intensities and the location ot these fallout intensities in their respective 

fallout pattel"!'ls are related, and then used in conjunction with the 

empiricaJ. results ot a. previous event for prediction purposes. Exposure 

ro.te levels are nozmalized to one hour after the detonation at all dmmwind 

disto.nces to account far radioactive decay. This technique is used to 

provide predictions of': (a) external gamma. exposure from deposited activity 

along the :fo.llout hotline; (b) exter.na.l gcumn exposure along the hotline fran 

immersion in the passing radionctive cloud; and (c) dose to the thyroid 

potentio.J.ly resulting from inaestion of I-131 contmainated cow's milk, 

a.~o.in, nlone the fo.J.lout hotline. 

The form of th• scaling equations, where the unprimed symbols refer to the 

o.naloB event and the primed symbols refer to the torthcomill8 event, are 

e.s follows: 

(F-Q. I) 

,., . 
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where: 

A, A' 

a a• 
' 

h, h. 

V, V' 

Y, Y' 
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are· the grunma exposure ra.te levels a.a n function of diatance 

al.one the fallout hotline for an H+l hour reference time (R/hr) 

are the directional shears in t?e fallout hodoGraph from the 

surface to the top of the radioactive cloud (de6reea) 

are the radioactive cloud depths (feet) 

are the resultant mean transport speeds fran the surf'ace·to an 

appropriate altitude· :in the ra4ioacti ve doud (mpb) 

are the fallout :fractions ( 'f,) 

are the fission or :fission equivalent yields of the nuclear 

deVices (kt) 

the exposure ;-ate level (A') 1 when canputed, is applicable at the downwind 

distance 

x• • x(!")(f) (Eq II) 

where: 

X, X' are downwind distances along the fallout hOtline (statute miles) 

h, h' and V, V' are defined as in Fq I above. (Note: F.q II is reversed 

in prnctice .to solve t9r X ro.tber tban X' thereby facilitatine computntiona.l. 

procedures)_. 

The unprir.ied quantities are obta.ined for the nna.loe event by an analysis 

of obaerved exposure rate levels, meteorological conditions, and radioactive , ... 

cloud dimensions. All yield information is obtained from the nuclear 

la.borator,y executing the detonati~n. If a reliable method of predictini; the 

fa.llout :fraction :f' were available the vo.lue o:f this parameter could be o. 

~ varia.ble. EatimB.tee ot t' tor cro.terillB experiments can be made, howver, 
i 
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for c0nt:iinmcnt-dc::dr;ncd dcton.:i.tions it ia the practice to naownc thn.t f' = : • 

Thu:;, if mctcorolocicnl conditiono nnd radioactive cloud dlmcnoi.on:; were 

idcntic:i. l for the nn'lloc; nnd new events the predicted cxpoourc ro.tco \IOHld 

simply be proportional to fission yield. A discussion of the subjective 

estimation of the vertical. cloud dimension (h') and n detailed description 

of the mechanics for obtaining values of (v•) am (B') are given in 

reference 5. 

The initial result of the scaling process is the predicted H+l hour gamma 

exposure rate levels as a function of downwim distance a.long the fallout 

hotline. To obtain exposures, an appropriate radioactivity decay rate is 

applied to'the H+l hour exposure rates. If' significant quantities or 

induced ~cti~ties are involved, their potentio.J.. effect on the gross gammn 

decey rate must 'be considered. 

Estimates are also made or the inmersion exposure occurring during cloud 

passage along the fallout hotline. 'lbese estimates are JnBde on the basis 

of the relative contribution to centerline exposure from cloud passage 

a.nd fallout observed with the analog event. It is assumed that the 

relative contributions as a function of downwind distance for th~ new event 

will be simila~ to those of the analog event.. Dose rate profiles from the 

routinely applied analog have been examined and current practice 

is to assume an inrinite fallout to clo~d passage centerline exposure ratio 

of 2:1. The exposure during cloud passage includes contributions from 

both the airborne debris and the debris deposited during cloud passage. 

'!his provides an estimate, tor example, of the exposure which could be 

avoided by evacuation prior to cloud passage. 'lbis.ro.tio would, or course, 

be altered if the new event decay" rate were significantly ditt'erent :from that 

• ' ' ~ I• ' 
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oi' the nnaloti;. 

E~tim.'.l.tCG of the_ potcntinl done to the thyroid from ine;cation or I-131 

cont.'UTlin.'\ted cow's milk a.re mndc utiliziiie nn cmpiricnl rclntionohip 

between c;nmrnn fnllout field intcnoi tJc a nnd I-131 pcnk concentration in 

cow'a milk developed by 1\inpp (G), i<Jl,,·wp found toot l\ftcr n ainr,la dry 

derosition of radioactive fallout on pnaturelo.nd the level of I-131 in 

the freah milk of dairy cattle reached a maximum value within 4 days nnd 

thereafter decreased exponentially with n ha.lf reduction time of o.bout 

5 do.ya. 'lbe mo.ximum level of I-131 in the fresh milk, ~, was related 

to the external. gamma. rndiation level by the relation 
' ' 

where 'Y0 is the open field, external gamma dose rate at 3 feet above the 

c;round surface, 24 hours following detonation, expressed in mr/hr. Further, 

by o.asumine the mnss of the thyroid to be 2 grams (1 year old child), the 

child consumes 1 liter of contaminated cow's milk per day, the fraction 

or ineested I-131 reaching the thyroid is 0.3, o.nd the hnlf reduction 

time of I-131 in fresh milk is 5 days, Knapp provides the following relation 

betveen the maximum I-131 level in the milk and tbe dose to the thyroid 

D • (1.71 x io-4) Iniax rads . . 
'!bus, if 1n.o.x lies in the range of (26,000 'Y0 ) to (961 000">'

0
) then 

D • (4.4 'Y
0

) to (16.4 ')0 ) rads 

Since the gamma exposure rate at H+l hour, rntber than at H+24 hours, is 

normally obtained in the scalina technique, the above equations have been 

modified, assuming a t•l.2 de~ .dependence, to the .tollowing 

,. 
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and 

... -::.ere 'i is tee open field, external ~.a. dose rate one hour !"ollo· .. ~n.:; 

detonation, expressed in mr/hr. Current conservative practice 1B to use 

the upper limit of the dose range. 

The dose estimated by this technique is reduced by n fa.ctor of 5 if dniry 

cattle are only conswning contaminated dry feed. Also, only the fisaion 

yield of .a device is used to estimate the H+l hour gamma exposure rate, 

neeiecting any induced activity. 

Evalu~tion of-Prediction Techniques 

A limited examination of the ability of the fallO\_lt scaling technique to 

re:?rcd.uce observed data has been perf'o:roed on e. nu:nber of cases in three 

different categories of events. The three categories of events include 

tower shots, excavation experiments, and ventings of underground detonations 

designed for complete containment. <l>served exposure rate or exposure versus 

distance curves along the fallout hotlines for the several events in a 

given cateaory have been normalized to an arbitrary set of conditions 

utilizing the scaling technique. If each event in a given category is a. 

reasonable analog ot the others in that category and if the parameters in the 

scaling equations are known accurately then the normalization should hopefully 

result in a tightly grouped set ot curves. 

Three events, Hamilto~, Rumbolt, and Rio Arriba were chosen from the Hard.tack II 

Test Series. F..acb of the devices was detonated on a wooden tower. 'nlese 

' ... 
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events wc1"e chosen bccnuGe the fnl lout documentntion wo.s ndcqu11te to 

rc3son~bly determine the exposure rntc-distance curves and the fallout 

fractions. Their yields raneed from 1 t& 92 tons, fallout fractions a 

fnctor of about 3, and tower hei6hts from 25 to 72 feet. Fallout hodograph 

0 0 shen.rs rnnc;cd from nbout 2 to 30 ·, mean wind speeds fran 2 to 29 knots, 

nnd initial cloud tops from a.bout 2900 to 9400 feet. The normalized 

exposure rate-distance curves are shown in Figure 1;..here the maxi.mum 

separation between any two curves is seen to be a factor of about 2.2 at 

one mile downwind, with less separation at all greater distances. 

Nol"m3.lized exposure rate-distance curves for the rcur excavation experiments, 

Johnnie Boy, Sedan, Teo.pot Ess, and Ihney Boy are shown in Figure 2. The 

ro.nc;e in total yield of those detonations was a factor of about 240 and 

the ranee in fallout fraction was a factor of about 13. Observed wind 

speeds, shears, and cloud heights, as expressed in the scalill6 equations, 

also varied considerably. The separation between the normalized curves is 

a factor of about 3 at shorter disto.nces, decreasine with increasing distance 

to a :ra.ctor of about 1.8 at 120 miles downwind. 

Only two ca.sea of ventings of undergroundcetonations designed for canplete 

containment are available which are reasonable ana.loeues. These are the 

Pike and Pinstripe events. Both ventings were of short duration and had 

rather similar early-time clOu.d rises. Yields, as well as fallout fractions, 

differed by about one order of mat;nitude. Shears am mean wind speeds were 

aimilar. The nonne.lized exposure-distance curves for these two events are 

shown in Figure 3. A maximum separation between the tvo curves is a factor 

1j of o.bout 2.6 o.t a downwind distance of a0 miles, however, the separation 
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::.a con~;id1.~rably nnnJJ.cr nt ull other distnnccG. 

It ap)'c:\rs, fi-001. the forci:;oil'lG cx:-trnplco, thnt the ccnlinr; technique pcrforno 

rc:lGon:i.bly well for a .vnriety of types of nuclear detonn.tiona. Obviously, 

the nccurncy of this prediction method, na well as any other fallout 

l'rcdiction method, dcpendo ultimately on a.ccurnte predictiona of input 

pnr~tero. 

Some radioloeicnl <kl.to. nrc available with ·which to exwnine the performance 

of the Knnpp relationship for both the Pike nnd Pinstripe events. The 

downwind distance to the dnirieo were 85 miles in the cnse of Pike and 

63 miles in the case or Pinstripe. In both instances the dairy cows were 

on green feed and the deposition was dry. Fallout dnta for both events have 

been a.no.lyzed and dose rate patterns for an H+l hour reference time were 

constructed using observed ganma. decay ro.tea. These gamma dose rates nt 

the locations where rndioiodine wao observed in cow's milk were used to 

determine the peak concentration of I-131 which would be predicted by 

me:i.ns or the Knapp relationship. The results or this ca.l.culo.tion are a.s 

~llovs: 

Event 

Pike 
Pinstripe 

Mnxinnun Concentrations (pci/l) 

Predicted Rnnr;e 

174 to 630 
3500 to 12,6oo 

. Ob$crvcd 

420 
48oo 

Application of the upper end ot the range results in overestimates by a 

factor of 1.5 for Pike and 2.6 for Pinstripe. Application of the middle 

of the range still results in an overestimate by a :factor of l.7 for Pinstripe 

but only a 4~ underestimate :for Pike. 

I 
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